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Teaching is to tell a story, a good story which arouses 
curiosity and excites imagination, a story about the long quest by 
the human mind for an understanding of the world around us in 
all respects. 

Learning does not end with the lecture, which only serves to 
point the way and to whet the students’ appetite if the teacher is 
successful.  The major part of learning takes place outside of the 
classroom, through the students’ own effort in reflecting upon the 
content of the lectures and through interaction with the teachers 
and with their classmates.  A student must be willing to think.  
Those who adopt a 9-to-5 attitude towards their study, coming to 
class just like going to office in a perfunctory manner, will at best 
scrape through if they are lucky.  Moreover, by so doing they miss 
the pleasure of an undergraduate life, which they should enjoy 
and cherish with the frame of mind of a university student. 

I always tell my students, “Aim at understanding, not rote 
learning.  But remember, understanding comes in bits and pieces, 
extending over a period of time, and most of the time in spiral 
rather than in linear fashion.  If you get stuck, don't despair.  
Remember, you can easily ask a question which your teacher 
cannot answer right away.  We are all still groping along and 
exploring our way.  Discuss things with your classmates and with 
your teachers and tutors.  Get accustomed to talking mathematics 
in addition to doing mathematics and reading mathematics.  
Besides helping you to improve, this is so much more fun than 
studying all by yourself alone.  Don't be afraid of making mistakes.   



As the saying (by Piet Hein) goes: to err, and err, and err again, 
but less, and less, and less.  All in all, try to acquire good learning 
habits, for this is worth much more than a hundred theorems you 
learn for the sake of examination and which you probably forget 
after you graduate if you do not go on to work in mathematics.” 

The motto of our University, SAPIENTIA ET VIRTUS in Latin 
rendered in Chinese as “明德格物”, is derived from the text of the 

very ancient Chinese text Da Xue [大學 the Great Learning].  One 

passage in the text:   

“The point where to rest being known, the object of 
pursuit is then determined; and, that being determined, 
a calm unperturbedness may be attained to.  To that 
calmness there will succeed a tranquil repose. In that 
repose there may be careful deliberation, and that 
deliberation will be followed by the attainment of the 

               desired end. [知止而後有定，定而後能靜，靜而後能安， 

               安而後能慮，慮而後能得。]” 

 
motivates me to raise a set of questions, particularly after having 
read a cover story of Newsweek (Aug.25-Sept.1, 2003) that 
featured “Bionic Kids: How Technology Is Altering the Next 
Generation of Humans”, in which a featured article “Log On and 
Learn” mentions two points: “Children’s brains are growing adept 
at handling a variety of visual information. […] Kids are getting 
better at paying attention to several things at once. But there is a 
cost, in that you don’t go into any one thing in much depth.”   
 

Like it or not, we need to recognize that the IT age breeds a 
generation with a different working habit and a different learning 
habit, even a different mentality, from that of their parents and 
teachers.  The set of questions I like to raise is, in my opinion, 



what mathematics educators would do well to deal with in this IT 
age.  How should IT be employed to enable students learn better 
but not to limit their ability to think critically and in depth?  How 
can we ensure that a discovery approach is not to be equated 
with a hit-and-miss tactic?  How can we ensure that imaginative 
thinking is not to be equated with a cavalier attitude, that multi-
tasking needs not be identified as sloppy and hasty work, and that 
the use of IT is not to be identified as following instructions step 
by step without thinking?  

In teaching mathematics we are still inclined to advise 
students to possess a calm mind and to exert concentrated effort 
in facing a complex situation.  However, in some other subjects 
the “mouse-clicking" technique may have become the norm and 
even more effective in that the total time spent in trying out all 
alternatives and seeing which one works may be much less than 
the time spent in figuring out in advance which alternative to 
select.  In some cases the visual display may inform us more than 
what we can obtain from deductive argument in an abstract 
context.  Having been brought up in such a culture, would 
students be convinced otherwise?  We should let students realize 
for themselves why in mathematics the “mouse-clicking" 
technique does not work, mainly because in most cases there 
does not exist an “overlord" to decide for them whether the 
selection is correct or not.  Thinking in depth is a time-honoured 
virtue to be maintained in this IT age.  By adopting a concise and 
precise language the discipline mathematics is where wild 
imagination and meticulous rigour can go hand in hand so that an 
imaginative mind needs not be equated with a cavalier attitude.  

A basic tenet I hold is that mathematics is part of culture, 
not just a tool, no matter how useful this tool might prove to be.  
As such, the history of its development and its many relationships 
to other human endeavours from ancient to modern times should 



be part of the subject.  Through my own experience in teaching 
and learning mathematics I have found that knowledge of the 
history of mathematics has helped me to gain a deeper 
understanding and so improve my teaching.  Despite its 
importance, history of mathematics is not to be regarded as a 
panacea to all pedagogical issues in mathematics education, just 
as mathematics, though important, is not the only subject worth 
studying.  It is the harmony of mathematics with other intellectual 
and cultural pursuits that makes the subject even more worth 
studying.  In this wider context, history of mathematics has yet a 
more important role to play in providing a fuller education of a 
person. 

 
 Finally, a motto (in Chinese with a crude translation in 

English) on teaching that I try to keep in mind and which I share 
with my students who become teachers is the following: 

 
為教人而教書，由教書而教人。學而不厭，方能教而不倦。 

                  學無止境，教無止境。[Teach the subject in order to  

               nurture people, and nurture people through  
               teaching the subject.  One who is not tired of  
               learning is not tired of teaching.  There is no end  
               to learning as there is no end to teaching.]   
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